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We propose free-point view rendering technique for urban traffic scenes without particular obstacles such
as elevated bridges, telegraph poles, peripheral vehicles, etc. The novel point is that it is completely
combined with image compression based on eigen images.
We have already developed the IBR method using omnidirectional videos captured by a sensing vehicle.
As shown in the figure, rays in captured images are sampled into block images, and compressed by PCA.
Free-point views can be restored by weighed sum of eigen images in real time, using GPU. Meanwhile,
objects in front of the assumed depth in IBR often become obstacles. Especially, since we are applying this
rendering system as a view for a driving simulator, signboards and peripheral vehicles are preferred to be
removed – such objects are required to be arranged arbitrarily, subject to the simulating conditions.
This time we succeeded to automatically remove these objects, taking advantage of our compression and
expansion technique. Obstacles can be roughly detected by temporal median filtering for each pixel. By
excluding the image blocks corresponding to the detected areas from the sampling process, images without
the obstacles can be restored based on regression. Additionally, since image blocks become more similar
after the exclusion, the compression ratio can be more better.
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Experimental Result
(a) Original image.

(b) Temporal median filter
applied for each pixel.

(c) Difference of (b)-(a).

(d) Binary image of (c).
Blocks including white area
are excluded from sampling.
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